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Abstract

The goal of this series of research is to advance hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) energy
management by incorporating driver’s driving behavior and driving cycle information. To
reduce HEV fuel consumption, the objectives of this research are divided into the following
three parts.
The first part of the research investigates the impact of driver’s behavior on the overall fuel
efficiency of a hybrid electric vehicle and the energy efficiency of individual powertrain
components under various driving cycles. Between the sticker number fuel economy and
actual fuel economy, it is well known that a noticeable difference occur when a driver
drives aggressively. To simulate aggressive driving, the input driving cycles are scaled up
from the baseline driving cycles to higher levels of acceleration/deceleration. The
simulation study is conducted using Autonomie®, a powertrain simulation and analysis
software. The performance of the major powertrain components is analyzed when the HEV
is operated at different level of aggressiveness.
In the second part of the study, the vehicle driving cycles affect the performance of a hybrid
vehicle control strategy and the corresponding overall performance of the vehicle. By
identifying the driving cycles of a vehicle, the HEV supervisor controller system will be
dynamically adapt the control strategy to the changes of vehicle driving patterns. With
pattern recognition method, a driving cycle is represented by feature vectors that are
formed by a set of parameters to which the driving cycle is sensitive. To establish reference
xv

driving cycle database, the representative feature vectors of four federal driving cycles are
generated using feature extraction method. The performance of the presented adaptive
control strategy based on driving pattern recognition is evaluated using Autonomie.
In the last part of the study, a predictive control method is developed and investigated for
hybrid electric vehicle energy management in effort to improve HEV fuel economy. Model
Predictive Control (MPC), a predictive control method, is applied to improve the fuel
economy of a power-split HEV. The study compares the performance of MPC method and
conventional rule-base control method. A parametric study is conducted to understand the
influence of 3 weighting factors in MPC formulation on the performance of the vehicles.

xvi

Chapter 1 Introduction
Background
Since the first oil price crisis in 1973, US has enacted the CAFE standards to regulate the
fleet fuel economy of passenger vehicles and light trucks in the United States. United States
consumes 7.5 million barrels of crude oil per day, and this number is projected to be 8.96
million barrel per day in 2016. Meanwhile, the world is consuming approximately 90
million barrels per day in 2013. This number has been increasing for 30 years. In 1983, this
number was 58 million barrels. The world consumption of crude oil has increased 50%
since 1983. By then end of 2013, the world proved oil reserve is approximately 1,646
billion barrels. If the world keeps consuming crude oil at the speed in 2013, current oil
reserve will be depleted in 50 years.
United States government has been pushing for more stringent fuel economy and emission
standards since 1978. In 2014, the CAFE fuel economy standard for passenger cars is 36.5
MPG, and that for light trucks is 26.4 MPG. According to the official document by NHTSA
(National Highway Traffic Safety Administration), the average fuel economy of passenger
cars will increase to 56.2 – 55.3 MPG by 2025 [1, 2].

Literature review
1.2.1. Pattern recognition
An HEV has better fuel economy and less emission than a conventional internal
combustion engine vehicle due to the existence of electric powertrain. The introduction of
additional powertrain components, however, makes the HEV control more challenging and
the performance of HEVs is more sensitive to their control strategies. To achieve maximum
fuel economy and minimum emissions, researchers in the automotive community have
1

made significant effort to investigate the major factors impacting fuel efficiency and
develop optimal power management strategies for hybrid vehicles [3-7]. Research results
showed that, in addition to vehicle and fuel characteristics, driving patterns have a strong
impact on the fuel consumption and exhaust emissions [8, 9]. To optimize vehicle
performance, multi-mode driving control method has been proposed for the adaptive
vehicle control [10, 11]. The multi-mode driving control is defined as the control strategy
which is able to switch a current control algorithm to the one that is optimized to the
recognized driving pattern [10]. The ability to dynamically select control algorithms based
on identified driving patterns leads to adaptive vehicle control, improved energy efficiency,
and reduced green gas emissions.
A driving pattern is typically defined as the driving cycle of a vehicle in a particular
environment. To recognize driving patterns, it is necessary to identify a list of characteristic
parameters which can be used to describe driving patterns. Although there is no consensus
among researchers about what parameters can be used for driving pattern recognition,
several studies have attempted to find such a list of parameters. Ericsson [8] investigated
the impact of 62 driving pattern parameters on fuel economy and emissions using a large
amount of testing driving cycles. The study showed that nine driving pattern parameters
(four associated with power demand and acceleration, three with gear changing behavior,
and two with speed level) had an important effect on fuel consumption and emissions. Lin
et al. [11] selected power demand related parameters and stop time for hybrid electric truck
driving pattern recognition. In addition to vehicle parameters, Jeon et al. [10] incorporated
road grade parameters in the driving pattern recognition. For pattern classification method,
neural network [10], support vector machine (SVM) [12], and learning vector quantization
2

network [13] were applied for the driving pattern classification. However, most existing
driving pattern recognition methods are based on binary classification, which may cause
losing of information.
The importance of driving patterns to the fuel economy and emission justifies a systematic
study of driving pattern recognition. In this chapter, a supervised pattern recognition
approach is studied for the classification of a real-world driving cycle to a similar driving
cycle in the representative driving cycle group. Four federal driving cycles, Urban
Dynamometer Driving Schedule (UDDS), Highway Fuel Economy Driving Schedule
(HWFET), a high acceleration aggressive driving schedule (US06), and an air conditioning
driving schedule (SC03), are selected as representative driving cycles. These driving cycles
represent different street types, driver behavior, and weather condition. With pattern
recognition method, driving cycles and environmental information for various driving
patterns are represented by corresponding features vectors. The classification is based on
the distance of a test feature vector (test driving cycle) to the representative feature vectors
(representative driving patterns). The test driving pattern is classified to one of
representative driving pattern with which the test driving pattern has the smallest distance.
The identified driving pattern information is then used to implement adaptive control
strategies. The performance of adaptive control is evaluated in a powertrain/propulsion
simulation and analysis software - Autonomie.
1.2.2. Driver behavior and vehicle energy efficiency
Under the real-world driving scenario, the driver's behavior is one of the major influence
factors to fuel economy of vehicles. Under normal driving circumstances, hybrid electric
vehicles have a better fuel economy than conventional vehicles because electric motors are
3

the main traction power sources which have positive impact on the overall efficiency of
the vehicle. Due to the one more degree of freedom in HEV powertrain, the engine speed
or engine torque becomes independent from the driver's request. Thus, with proper control,
the engine operating region could be placed within an optimal region and the better fuel
economy will be achieved. However, the scenario described above only happens when the
driver's power request is within a reasonable range and the most of the power request could
be provided by the electric motors. If the driver's behavior shows aggressive driving style,
the power request for the powertrain increases rapidly. Usually, this kind of instantaneous
power request peaks will result in frequent starting and stopping of the engine and pushing
the engine operation to the inefficient region.
A number of researchers have conducted pioneer study of the impact of aggressive driving
on vehicle fuel consumption. [13-16] Sharer et al. [17] performed a series of HEV
dynamometer tests to study why the real-world fuel economy number is different from the
window sticker number by Environmental Protection Agency(EPA). The tests are
conducted for both HEV and conventional vehicles: Toyota Prius and Ford Focus. Both
vehicles show an increase of fuel consumption for aggressive driving. Carlson et al. [18]
performed similar vehicle dynamometer tests on two Plug-in HEVs. From the experiment
results, it is concluded that the PHEV is less sensitive to driver’s aggressiveness than HEVs
due to its large battery capacity. However, the control strategy of the vehicle is of great
influence to the sensitivity to aggressive driving. Lee and Son [19] conducted highway
tests to find the relationship of real-time fuel consumption, vehicle speed, gear selection,
brake/acceleration pedal usage, and steering angle. The test results showed that the fuel
efficiency was significantly affected by the average depth of acceleration pedal in highway
4

driving in which the highest gear was engaged. The standard deviation of steering wheel
angle and the fuel consumption were highly correlated.
1.2.3. Model predictive control and HEV
Fuel economy regulations and emission standards are becoming more stringent each year.
According to the official document by NHTSA (National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration), the average fuel economy of passenger cars will increase to 37.8 MPG
(miles per gallon) by 2016 and 56.2 – 55.3 MPG by 2025, respectively [1, 2].
A power-split hybrid electric vehicle has better fuel economy and less emission than a
conventional internal combustion engine vehicle due to electric powertrain. The
introduction of additional powertrain components, however, makes the HEV control more
challenging and the performance of HEVs is more sensitive to their control strategies. To
achieve better fuel economy and less emissions, researchers have made significant effort
to investigate the major factors impacting fuel efficiency and develop optimal power
management strategies for hybrid vehicles [3-7]. The proposed energy management
methodologies include dynamic programming (DP) [20-24], stochastic dynamic
programming (SDP) [3, 25, 26], model predictive control (MPC) [27-29], Pontryagin's
minimum principle [30-32], equivalent consumption minimization strategy (ECMS) [33,
34], instantaneous minimization methods [34-38], genetic algorithm [39], rule-based
control [40-44], 𝐻𝐻∞ control [45], and fuzzy logic control [46-51]. Liu et al. [52, 53] have

proposed an analytical model for power-split HEVs and applied SDP method and ECMS
to optimize fuel economy. On the one hand, SDP, as a combination of Markov Chain and
DP, makes prediction based on states of the vehicle in the past. On the other hand, ECMS
considers the current states of vehicles as well as the kinetic constraints of the planetary
5

gear systems. The simulation results of these two methods are both compared to that of
the DP method. The DP method yields the best fuel economy for its nature as an exhaustive
method. In general, SDP has better fuel economy comparing to ECMS method. For the
drivability, the SDP has smoother engine power curve while the ECMS produces several
power peaks.

6

Chapter 2 Research Environment and Vehicle Model
This dissertation research studies the impact of aggressive driving on HEV powertrain,
driving cycle pattern recognition, and model predictive control for better fuel economy and
performance. To perform these research tasks, a vehicle modeling and simulation software,
Autonomie, has been selected as research environment for this study. A power-split HEV
model, MY04 Prius, in Autonomie is used as a base vehicle model for simulation study
and MPC controller evaluation. This chapter gives an introduction to Autonomie and
MY04 Prius vehicle model.

Introduction to Autonomie
Autonomie is developed by the Argonne National Laboratory and it is the upgraded version
of the Powertrain System Analysis Toolkit (PSAT). Autonomie runs in Matlab
environment. All the models and the initialization files of the model are saved in Matlab
format, thus, most Autonomie model are visible to users. Autonomie contains a number of
calibrated vehicle models, for example, the Prius MY04 vehicle model. Autonomie models
are forward-looking models. When a control decision is about to be made, the physical
constraints in the vehicle are considered. Thus the response of the vehicle models is
realistic.
Users have access to the models of individual powertrain components. Each vehicle model
in Autonomie is modulized and can be divided into four major parts, Driver Controller,
Vehicle Powertrain Controller, Vehicle Powertrain Architecture, and Environment as
shown in Figure 1. The driver controller simulates the response of a driver by comparing
the actual vehicle speed and the target speed. According to the output of the Driver
7

Controller, the Vehicle Powertrain Controller generates component-specific commands,
for example, the engine torque and speed command. The control strategy in this controller
is rule-based and vehicle-dependent. The Vehicle Powertrain Architecture simulates the
response of each powertrain component and the powertrain operating information will be
fed back to the two controllers described above. The Environment block provides the
environmental information, for example, the ambient temperature and road grade.

Figure 1. The Layout of Vehicle Models in Autonomie.

Vehicle plant model
2.2.1. Overview

8

The vehicle model used in this study is the MY04 Prius power-split HEV model provided
by Autonomie. The key parameters of the model are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. The Major Model Parameters of MY04 Prius.
Parameter Name

Value

Unit

Max Engine Power

57

kW

Max Power of Motor/Generator 1 (Traction)

25(cont)
50(Peak)

kW

Max Power of Motor/Generator 2

15(cont)

(Speed balancing)

30(Peak)

Battery Capacity

6.5

A.h

Curb Weight

1449

kg

64.68/49.04

W.h/mile

Electrical Consumption
(Urban/Highway)

kW

2.2.2. Engine
The engine model in Autonomie consists of two parts. One part is called engine controller,
but it is functioning as constraint calculation. The other part of the engine model is the
engine plant for calculating engine torque output and engine fuel rate.
There are three steps to determine the operating constraints for the engine in Autonomie,
which are basic constraint calculation, transient behavior calculation, and load calculation.
The first step calculates the maximum torque and minimum torque at current engine speed
based on Wide Open Throttle (WOT) torque curve. In the second step, the transient
behavior calculation determines the response of the engine to the engine torque request
9

from Vehicle Powertrain Controller (VPC) based on the engine status. In Autonomie, the
engine operating status is categorized into three states: off state, cranking state, and running
state. If the engine is at running state, the torque request from VPC will be fulfilled.
Otherwise, the engine will not respond to the torque request. The last step of constraint
calculation is to determine the ratio of the engine torque request to the maximum available
engine torque at this time instance.
The engine plant model is to calculate torque output and instantaneous fuel rate. Engine
torque and fuel rate are obtained from engine WOT torque curve and engine brake specific
fuel consumption (BSFC) map, respectively. The engine model in Autonomie is considered
as a quasi-static model.
The calculation of engine torque has following two steps. The first step is to estimate engine
operating condition according to given engine speed and the torque request from VPC. The
available engine torque depends on the engine speed. The relationships between the
minimum engine torque and the WOT engine torque versus engine speed are given in
Figure 2.

10
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Figure 2. Engine minimum torque and maximum torque vs engine speed.
The second step is the engine fuel calculation based on BSFC map. CTT stands for closed
throttle torque. The engine cranking process has been modeled in Autonomie. When engine
is cranking, it needs external power source to overcome its internal friction. In the model,
this internal friction is considered as negative torque output by the engine. This part of the
model is based on the engine fuel consumption map, and it is given in Figure 3.

11

Figure 3. Engine fuel consumption map
The x axis is engine speed, and the y-axis is the engine torque. The z-axis is the engine fuel
rate. The engine fuel rate is calculated based on interpolation in the engine fuel
consumption map look-up table. The inputs to the look-up table are engine speed and
engine torque. The output of the table is engine fuel rate. The engine fuel consumption map
is obtained from dyno testing at Argonne National Laboratory.
Another important aspect of the engine model is to determine the operating status of the
engine. The engine operating status has been modelled into three states (i.e. off, cranking,
and running). The engine operation status are determine by three signals: engine speed,
engine ON command, and engine torque. When the engine speed is greater than 800 RPM,
the engine speed status is defined as “Engine running”. Otherwise, it is defined as “Engine
off or cranking”. Engine ON command is the engine running request from vehicle
powertrain controller. When the driver requests power, and the controller determines that
12

the traction motor torque is insufficient, Engine ON will be “True”. Engine torque is the
amount of torque requested by the vehicle powertrain controller.
Table 2. Logic table of engine status decision.
Case

Statement 1
engine torque
>0

Statement 2
engine speed>800
RPM

Statement 3
engine on =
“True”

1

1

1

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1
1
0
1
0
0
0

1
0
1
0
1
0
0

0
1
1
0
0
1
0

Decision
Engine
running
Engine off
Engine off
Cranking
Engine off
Engine off
Engine off
Engine off

When the engine is running, the engine fuel rate is calculated by engine fuel rate look-up
table with a given engine speed and a given engine torque.
When the engine is cranking, engine fuel is calculated based on the ratio between the
simulated engine torque over minimum engine torque. This ratio multiplying the minimum
engine fuel rate at this engine speed is the engine fuel consumption during cranking. When
calculating fuel rate, the model refer to another engine map called engine internal friction
torque over speed, as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Engine internal friction torque vs. speed.
The engine minimum torque vs. speed map presents the amount of resistance torque in the
engine when no fuel is injected and combusted in the cylinders. This is the minimum
amount of torque required to crank the engine.
2.2.3. Battery
The battery model in Autonomie is an equivalent circuit model with the assumption that
the performance of every cell in the battery is identical to each other. Similar to engine
mode, the battery model consists of two parts: battery controller and battery plant model.
The battery controller is for looking up maximum propulsion power and maximum
regenerative braking power at a given SOC. The maximum charging power and maximum
discharging power vs SOC are given in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Battery max charging and max discharging power vs. SOC.
The battery plant model has the battery current as the only input. The battery current and
battery voltage are updated each computation cycle in the battery plant mode. The battery
plant model can be generally divided into two parts: SOC calculation and voltage
calculation.
SOC calculation is based on the integral of the current using equation (12).
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 =

where C is the capacity of the battery.

1
� 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝐶𝐶

(1)

Voltage calculation in Autonomie battery model is quasi-static as well. The following
equation is used to calculating battery voltage.
𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 = 𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 − 𝑖𝑖 ∗ 𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏

(2)

where Vbatt and Voc are terminal voltage and open-circuit voltage of the battery,
respectively. Rbatt is the internal resistance of the battery. The hysteresis of the battery is
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modeled by using two maps for Rbatt at charging and discharging, respectively. The opencircuit voltage of the battery is also modeled by a look up table. The values of three lookup tables are shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 7. Internal resistance when charging vs. SOC
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Figure 8. Internal resistance when discharging vs. SOC.
The battery current is defined to be positive when the battery is being discharged. The
battery voltage at a given time is calculated based on current magnitude, current direction,
and the internal resistance. The battery current is calculated based on the power output of
the motors as well as the electronic power accessories.
2.2.4. Motor and Power electronics
Similar to engine and battery models, the motor model in Autonomie has both controller
and plant models. The controller performs constraint calculation at a given speed. It also
calculates the nominal load of the motor, varying from -1 to 1. The negative sign indicates
that the motor is spinning in counter-clockwise direction.
The plant model of the motor calculates the torque output and current output. The
maximum available torque from the motor is determined by the temperature of the motor.
The actual temperature estimation is simplified into a heat index variable. The heat index
varies from 0 to 1. When the heat index is 1, it means that the motor is heated, and it cannot
output higher amount of torque than its continuous maximum. When the heat index is zero,
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it means that the motor is ready to operate at its peak torque. When heat index is 0.5, the
maximum torque of the motor is in between of its maximum peak torque and maximum
continuous torque. In the last step, the motor plant model will calculate the current in the
motor. Even though the motor is a PMAC motor, the current in the AC motor is the average
root square voltage of the AC motor. The efficiency of the motor is implemented by using
the following map in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Motor power vs torque and RPM.
Figure 9 is calculated based on the motor speed vs. torque map with efficiency in
consideration. In Autonomie, the DC to AC conversion is simplified to DC to root squared
average of the AC voltage and current.
The power-electronics model in Autonomie also has a controller model and a plant model.
The controller model consists of boost enabler and boost voltage calculator. The boost
enabler looks into two enabling conditions. The one is regarding the powertrain power
output and battery output power values. If either of these two power values are less than
10kW, the boost will be disabled. The other condition is considered true when the vehicle
speed is greater than 45 Mph. If either of these two conditions is satisfied, the voltage
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boosting will be enabled. The boost voltage calculator is to estimate the boosted voltage
based on vehicle speed, battery output current, and battery output voltage. The powerelectronics plant model is for calculating current output of the device and applying constant
95% efficiency to positive and negative voltage.
2.2.5. Planetary gear transmission
The planetary gear in Autonomie is modeled based on the physical dynamics of a planetary
gear set. The ring gear is connected to the shaft of a traction motor. The carrier is connected
to the engine. The sun gear is connected to a speed balancing motor. In this model, the
torque output to the final drive and the speed of each components in the planetary gear set,
including pinion gears, are calculated. This model also calculates the torque loss. The
torque loss map is given in Figure 10. In Figure 10, x axis is the torque output to the final
drive; the y axis is the speed of the ring gear of the planetary gear set; and the z axis is the
amount of torque lost due to mechanical inefficiency between the ring gear of the planetary
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Figure 10. Torque loss map of a planetary gear set.
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Vehicle Powertrain Controller model
2.3.1. Overview
To test and validate the predictive control design, the MPC controller will be developed in
Simulink and integrated into Powertrain Controller in Autonomie. The block diagram of
the MY04 Prius controller in Autonomie is shown in Figure 11. The signals labeled in
green are the input signals. The signals labeled in red are the signals fed back from the
plant models and the signals labeled in blue are the output signals from the controller. The
powertrain controller with light green background will be integrated with the adaptive
controller.
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Figure 11. The Overview of the Toyota Prius Controller in Autonomie
Figure 11 gives a brief introduction of the control flow diagram in Autonomie MY04 Prius
model. Driver gives wheel torque demand to VPC according to the error between the
simulated vehicle speed and the target vehicle speed. VPC first calculates the engine power
demand with the assumption that the wheel torque demand from the driver will be provided
only by the engine. The optimal engine speed calculation gives the optimal engine speed
at which the optimal engine power will produced, while the engine thermal efficiency is
optimal. Based on the optimal engine torque and speed just found, finding the sun gear
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speed and torque is the next step. Since the ring gear speed and engine speed are controlled
by the driver and the optimal engine speed calculation, the target torque and speed of the
sun gear can found by calculating the planetary gear speed constraints. However, a
correction torque given by a PI controller is added to the target sun gear torque in order to
bring sun gear torque to its target as soon as possible. At last, the ring gear torque will be
calculated based on the planetary gear dynamic equation.
2.3.2. Engine On/Off control
The engine ON/OFF control in Autonomie consists of three criteria. If any of these three
criteria is met, the engine on request will be sent out by the controller. These three criteria
are given below,
1. Engine power request is greater than a threshold.
2. Acceleration pedal position is greater than a threshold.
3. Traction motor torque demand is greater than a threshold.
The three criteria for turning on the engine are engine power criteria, acceleration pedal
criteria, and the motor torque demand threshold. Engine power request criteria is a
calibrated value, and it is calibrated as 10kW for MY04 Prius. The APP threshold is set to
90%. This mode is also called performance mode in Autonomie. When the acceleration
pedal is pushed to close the floor, the vehicle controller turns on engine to provide
maximum propulsion power. The third scenario that engine is turned on is the motor
saturation mode, in which the traction motor itself cannot fulfill the torque request from
the driver. Thus, the engine has to start.
Engine power demand in Autonomie is calculated by adding the power demand of the
driver and the SOC regulation demand from the battery together under the assumption that
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the engine will provide all the traction power. The battery power demand is a function of
the battery SOC as shown in Figure 12 when target SOC is 70%. In Figure 12, the x-axis
is the battery SOC, and the y axis is the power request from the battery for SOC regulation.
It could be inferred from the figure that the power request is positive when SOC is above
70% and is negative when SOC is less than 70%. That means when SOC is above 70%,
the controller will tend to use battery for the propulsion power source. Otherwise, the
controller will ask the engine to output more power in order to bring SOC back to its
nominal state, 70%.
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Figure 12. Battery power demand for SOC regulation.
2.3.3. Engine torque and speed calculation
Engine power demand calculation is shown in equation (2).
Peng=Trequest*wrequest+Psoc_regulation

(3)

Trequest is the wheel torque demand, and the wrequest is the target angular velocity of the
vehicle. The Psoc_regulation is the amount of extra power that the engine needs to transfer to
the battery other than satisfy the torque request of the driver.
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Given the advantage that the engine speed in a power-split HEV is independent from
vehicle speed, the controller is able to choose the optimal engine speed based on the power
request. The optimal engine speed of a given power is provided by the following map in
Figure 13 based on engine efficiency map. In Figure 13, the x-axis is the engine power,
and the y-axis is the optimal engine speed for this given power. With optimal speed
calculated, the optimal torque can be calculated as well. Figure 14 is an illustration about
how constraints are applied in the process of calculating engine optimal speed and torque.
In order to reach a possible steady-state with the capacity of the equipped speed balancing
motor, the torque and speed output of the engine is limited by the torque and speed limit
of the speed balancing motor.
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Figure 13. Engine power vs speed map.
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2.3.4. Torque and speed estimation of motor 1 (traction motor)
Dynamics of the planetary gear sets is given in Autonomie by the following equation:
𝐽𝐽𝑠𝑠
⎡0
⎢
⎢0
⎢0
⎢𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠
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(4)

In Autonomie, the process of estimating the torque of the motor is done by omitting the
angular acceleration of the ring gear, 𝑤𝑤̇𝑟𝑟 . By taking the inverse matrix A on the left-hand

side, the matrix equation could be written as,
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Thus it could be inferred from the equation by calculating the third row of the inversed
matrix with vector x.
𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽̇𝑟𝑟 = 𝐵𝐵31 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠 + 𝐵𝐵32 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐 + 𝐵𝐵33 (𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟 − 𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 )

(6)

Assuming 𝑤𝑤̇𝑟𝑟 = 0, the torque of the traction motor could be calculated by re-arrange the
equation above,

𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟 = −

𝐵𝐵31 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠 + 𝐵𝐵32 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐
+ 𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝐵𝐵33

(7)

Where Ts, Tc, and Trequest are already obtained by the previous calculations
2.3.5. Torque and speed estimation of motor 2 (speed balancing motor).
In order to control the speed of the engine, the speed balancing motor in a planetary gear
set is working as the enabling part of a continuous variable transmission. Thus it is also
called EVT (Electric Variable Transmission). By adjusting the speed of the sun gear, the
speed of the engine connected to the carrier gear will always be greater than 0 RPM. When
the engine is cranking, the speed balancing motor is working as a starter. The control of
the speed balancing motor is a critical part in controlling the planetary gear transmission
as well as the entire vehicle powertrain. Figure 15 shows how the speed and torque the
speed balancing motor is controlled.
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The input to the speed balancing motor controller are current motor speed, motor speed
target, and the engine torque request. The role of the speed balancing motor is to adjust the
engine speed. Given the target engine torque and the engine speed, the steady state speed
and torque of the motor when the target is reached can be calculated using speed constraint
equation as well as dynamic equation. These two equations are given below.
𝐽𝐽𝑠𝑠 𝑤𝑤̇𝑠𝑠 = 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠 − 𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠 𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠−𝑝𝑝

𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠 𝑤𝑤𝑠𝑠 + 𝑁𝑁𝑟𝑟 𝑤𝑤𝑟𝑟 = (𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠 + 𝑁𝑁𝑟𝑟 )𝑤𝑤𝑐𝑐

(8)
(9)

Assume that the steady state is reachable, the target speed of the motor can be given by the
following equation by re-arrange the speed constraints. Thus it can be inferred from the
equation.
𝑤𝑤𝑠𝑠 =

(𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠 + 𝑁𝑁𝑟𝑟 )𝑤𝑤𝑐𝑐 − 𝑁𝑁𝑟𝑟 𝑤𝑤𝑟𝑟
𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠
𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠 = 𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠 𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠−𝑝𝑝
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(10)
(11)

Since the torque calculated from the equation above is for steady state. In order to have
better transient performance, a PID controller is included in the speed balancing motor to
adjust the amount of torque from the motor.

Summary
In Autonomie, the vehicle plant model and the controller model of MY04 Prius is realistic.
Thus, it is a sound base vehicle model to perform controller design and optimization,
especially for advanced control algorithm such as model predictive control and hybrid
control.
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Chapter 3 Driving pattern recognition for adaptive hybrid vehicle
control 1 [54]
Introduction
The importance of driving patterns to the vehicle fuel economy and emission justifies a
systematic study of driving pattern recognition. In this chapter, a supervised pattern
recognition approach is studied for the classification of a real-world driving cycle to a
similar driving cycle in the representative driving cycle group. Four federal driving cycles,
HWFET, US06, and SC03, are selected as representative driving cycles. These driving
cycles represent different street types, driver behavior, and weather condition. With pattern
recognition method, driving cycles and environmental information for various driving
patterns are represented by corresponding features vectors. The classification of feature
vectors is based on the distance of a test feature vector (test driving cycle) to the
representative feature vectors (representative driving patterns). The test driving pattern is
classified to one of the representative driving pattern with which the test driving pattern
has the smallest distance. The identified driving pattern information is then used to select
appropriate controller parameters. The performance of adaptive control is evaluated by
Prius MY04 model in Autonomie.
The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.2 introduces the fundamentals of
pattern-recognition-based driving cycle recognition. Section 3.3 presents the classification
of real-world driving cycles using representative feature vectors of four federal driving
cycles. Section 3.4 studies the impact of dissimilarity measures and feature extraction

1

SAE©. Portions reprinted with permission, from Feng, L., W. Liu, and B. Chen, Driving Pattern Recognition for
Adaptive Hybrid Vehicle Control. SAE International Journal of Alternative Powertrains, 2012. 1(1): p. 169179. See Appendix B for documentation of permission to republish this material
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methods on the performance of driving cycle pattern recognition. Section 3.5 discusses
adaptive vehicle control based on driving cycle pattern recognition.

Pattern-recognition-based driving cycle recognition
3.2.1. Concept of pattern recognition
Pattern recognition is a scientific discipline whose goal is to classify objects into a number
of meaningful categories or classes [55]. In pattern recognition, the patterns to be classified
are usually the groups of measurements, defining points in an appropriate multidimensional
space [55]. The measurements used for the classification are described by features. If p
features are used fi, i=1, 2… p, these p features can form a feature vector F = ( f1 , f 2 ,..., f P )

T

, where T denotes transposition. A feature vector is a point in P dimensional space R P . The
process of supervised pattern recognition consists of two steps, feature extraction and
classification, respectively. In the feature extraction stage, a number of feature members
are selected from the measurement data of the pattern. These feature members are used to
form feature vectors to represent the pattern. In the pattern classification stage, the
dissimilarity of the test pattern with the representative patterns is evaluated. The
dissimilarity of two patterns is defined as a function of the distance between the
corresponding feature vectors of the patterns. Usually, the shorter distance means higher
similarity and the longer distance means lower similarity. As such, the test pattern is
classified to one of representative patterns, with which the test pattern has the smallest
distance. Different types of distance definitions can be used in pattern recognition. The
Euclidian distance is one of the most commonly used distances. Let X = ( x1 , x2 ,..., xn )

T
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and Y = ( y1 , y2 ,..., yn ) denote two feature vectors. The Euclidian distance between these
T

two feature vectors is defined below:

d XY
=

 n
2
x
y
−
(
)
∑ i i 
 i =1


(12)

3.2.2. Feature selection for driving cycle pattern recognition
Feature selection is application dependent. The rule of thumb for feature extraction is that
the selected features can replicate most information of the original measurement data and
separate feature vectors for different patterns in the feature space. To classify driving
cycles, thirty-nine characteristic parameters were initially chosen based on Jeon and
Ericsson’s work [8, 10]. The high dimension of feature vectors, however, impedes practical
application of driving cycle pattern recognition in real-time. To reduce the dimension of
feature vectors, numerous simulation tests were performed to find a reduced set of feature
members and the weighting factor for each feature member. The simulation work finally
identified fifteen feature members and corresponding weighting factors, listed in Table 3,
to form feature vectors for driving cycles as shown below:

f =
(k1 × a1 , k2 × a2 ,  , ki × ai ,  , k15 × a15 )T ,
Where

ai

is a feature member and

ki

i ∈ [1, 15] (13)

is a weighting factor

Table 3. Driving cycle feature members and corresponding weighting factors.
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Index
Number (i)

Weighting

Feature Members (a)

Factors (k)

1

Average Cycle Speed (m/s)

10

2

Positive Average Acceleration (a>0.1m/s2)

1

3

Low Speed Time (15-30 Km/h)/Total Time (%)

10

4

Mid High Speed Time (70-90 Km/h)/Total Time (%)

100

5

High Speed Time (>90 Km/h)/Total Time (%)

10

6

Extreme Deceleration Time (a<-2.5 m/s2)/Total Time (%)

7

High Deceleration Time (a<-2 & a>-2.5 m/s2)/Total Time (%)

8

Maximum Cycle Acceleration (m/s2)

9

Maximum Cycle Speed (Km/h)

6

10

Standard Deviation of Cycle Speed (Km/h)

1

11

Mid Deceleration Time (a<-1 & a>-1.5 m/s2)/Total Time (%)
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1000

1

100

1000

12

Mid High Deceleration Time (a>-2 & a<-1.5 m/s2)/Total Time
(%)

1000

13

Mid Acceleration Time (a>1.5 & a<2 m/s2)/Total Time (%)

1

14

High Acceleration Time (a>2 & a<2.5 m/s2)/Total Time (%)

1000

15

Extreme Acceleration Time (a>2.5 m/s2)/Total Time (%)

1000

3.2.3. Representative feature vectors for selected driving cycles
As discussed previously, a driving pattern is determined by multiple factors, including road
type, driver behavior, weather and traffic conditions. To form a good representative driving
cycle base which are able to reflect aforementioned features, four federal driving cycles,
UDDS, HWFET, US06, and SC03, are selected as representative driving cycles. UDDS
and HWFET are two driving cycles representing two road types. US06 represents the
driver’s behavior of aggressive driving. SC03 is chosen to represent the influence of humid
weather. The profiles of these four driving cycles are shown in Figure 16-Figure 19.
HWFET is a typical highway driving cycle featuring high speed and short stop time, while
UDDS has the features of low average speed and long stop time. US06 has the highest
average speed and presents extreme acceleration (a>2.5 m/s2). SC03 is similar to UDDS
but its acceleration is milder than that of UDDS due to the usage of air conditioner.
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Figure 16. The driving cycle of UDDS.

Figure 17. The driving cycle of HWFET.

Figure 18. The driving cycle of US06.

Figure 19. The driving cycle of SC03.
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A feature vector of a driving cycle is calculated based on partial data points of a driving
cycle for the quick recognition of driving cycle patterns, which is especially valuable in
real-time applications. The number of data points is defined by the size of a sample window
as shown in Figure 20. In this study, the window size is set to 450 sample points. To speed
up the recognition of driving cycle patterns, the technique of sequential processing of
measurement is applied. As such, the next feature vector is calculated by advancing the
sample window by 50 sample points. During real-time driving cycle pattern recognition,
vehicle controllers collect a number of data points defined by the size of the sample window
and calculate a feature vector for the current sample window using parameters defined in
Table 3. The real driving cycle is then classified to one of four representative driving cycles
using classification algorithms and calculated feature vector. Once the driving cycle is
recognized, the control parameters are switch to the one that is optimal to the recognized
driving pattern. The time between one control decision points to the next control decision
point is 50 seconds in this study if the sample rate is 1 Hz.
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Figure 20. The definition of sample window and sequential processing of measurements.
To generate the representative feature vectors for the UDDS, HWFET, US06, and SC03,
the velocity data for these driving cycles were downloaded from the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency website [56]. From each driving cycle, the most representative data
segment was used to generate feature vectors for the corresponding driving cycle. For the
UDDS, velocity data starting from 347 to the end of the driving cycle was used. Since these
representative segments have different length, a common data length of 2000 data points
was specified to ensure the same number of representative feature vectors for each driving
cycle. The representative segment for each driving cycle was repeated to form a data set
with a length of 2000. In each data set, the first 450 data points were used to form the first
sample window and find the first feature vector using equation (13). The second feature
vector was calculated by advancing the sample window by 50 data points. From equation
(13) we can see that the dimension of feature vectors is 15. To display high dimensional
driving cycle feature vectors, the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) algorithm was
applied to the generated representative feature vectors. The first and second principal
components were then used to plot representative feature vectors in 2-dimensional space.
Figure 21 shows the distribution of representative feature vectors for the selected four
driving cycles.
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Figure 21. The distribution of the feature vectors of selected four driving cycles.

Classify real world driving cycles using representative feature
vectors
To validate the effectiveness of representative feature vectors for real-world driving cycle
pattern recognition, two real-world driving cycles were adopted for the performance test.
The two real-world driving cycles were collected by a mild-hybrid Chevy Malibu driven
in the urban and suburban area near the downtown Hancock. The routes of real-world city
cycle (RW-CC) and real-world highway cycle (RW-HC) are shown in Figure 22 and Figure
23. RW-CC and RW-HC was logged at 1hz speed for 466 and 1046 seconds respectively.
The speed profiles for these two driving cycles are shown in Figure 24 and Figure 25. To
classify real-world driving cycles to one of the selected four driving cycles, the feature
vectors for the RW-CC and RW-HC were generated using the feature extraction method
described in Section 3.2.2. The classification is to identify to which pattern the test pattern
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belongs. The k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) algorithm was employed for the driving cycle
classification. For a test feature vector x , the nearest neighbor rule is summarized as
follows. (1) Calculate the distances of the test feature vector x to each of representative
feature vectors shown in Figure 21. (2) Identify the k nearest neighbors of representative
feature vectors to the vector x . The number of k is general not to be a multiple of the number
of classes M . (3) Out of these k samples, identify the number of vectors, ki , that belong to
class ωi , i = 1, 2, , M ,
number

ki

∑k
i

i

= k . (4) Assign

x

to the class ωi with the maximum

of samples. In the real-world driving cycle test, the value of M is 4 and the

number of k is chosen to be 13. The distances between the test feature vector and
representative feature vectors was calculated by the Euclidean distance.
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Figure 22. The route of city cycle.[57]

Figure 23. The route of highway cycle.[57]
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Figure 24. The speed profile of city cycle.
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Figure 25. The speed profile of highway cycle.
The success rates of classifying the RW-CC to the UDDS category and the RW-HC to the
HWFET are shown in Figure 26. In the classification test, the success rate of driving cycle
pattern recognition was calculated with different size of the sample window. The tested
sample window sizes include 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, and 450. Figure 26
show that the larger size of the sample window has a higher pattern recognition success
rate for both RW-CC and RW-HC. In addition, the success rates of the RW-CC are higher
than RW-HC. This is due to the fact that the similarity of the RW-CC with the UDDS is
higher than the similarity of the RW-HC with the HWFET.

Figure 26. The success rate of real world driving cycle pattern recognition.
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The impact of dissimilarity measures and feature extraction
methods on driving cycle pattern recognition
This section studies the impact of the dissimilarity measures and the feature extraction
methods on the quality of representative feature vectors and the performance of the driving
cycle pattern recognition.
3.4.1. The impact of dissimilarity measures on pattern recognition success rate
To test the impact of the dissimilarity measure (distance between feature vectors) on the
performance of the pattern recognition, a number of dissimilarity measures were tested for
the driving cycle pattern recognition. The tested similarity measures include Euclidean
distance, Chebyshev distance, Cosine distance, Correlation distance, and Mahalanobis
distance. Let X and Y are two feature vectors with dimension n. The definitions of these
dissimilarity measures are given below:
•

Chebyshev distance:

d XY
= max( X i − Yi ), i ∈ n
•

Cosine distance:

d XY = 1 −
•

(14)

XY T

(15)

( XX ) (YY )
T 1/2

T 1/2

Correlation distance:

( X − X )(Y − Y )
1−
(( X − X )( X − X ) ) ((Y − Y )(Y − Y ) )
T

d XY =

T 1/2
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T 1/2

(16)

=
Where X
•

1
1
=
X j ,Y
∑
∑ Yj
p j
p j

The Mahalanobis distance of a multivariate vector

from a group of values with mean µ

= ( µ1 ,

µ2 ,

 ,

X = ( x1 ,

µ n )T

x2 ,

 ,

xn ) T

and covariance matrix S

is defined as:
D = ( X − µ )T S −1 ( X − µ )

(17)

Figure 27 shows the success rate of RW-CC pattern recognition with various dissimilarity
measures using kNN 13 classification method. From Figure 27 we can see that the
Euclidean distance is the only dissimilarity measure that has good pattern recognition
performance for the RW-CC pattern recognition. Other dissimilarity measures, including
Cosine distance, Correlation distance, and Mahalanobis distance have very bad
performance for the RW-CC pattern recognition. The average success rate of the
Chebyshev distance is only about 60% and it fluctuates significantly. Figure 28 shows the
success rate of RW-HC pattern recognition with aforementioned dissimilarity measures.
The Mahalanobis distance shows the best performance of the RW-HC pattern recognition.
The Euclidean distance and the Chebyshev distance also show the good performance when
the sample window size is larger than 300 data points.
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Figure 27. The success rate of real-world city cycle recognition using KNN-13
with various dissimilarity measures.

Figure 28. The success rate of real-world highway cycle recognition using
KNN-13 with various dissimilarity measures.
3.4.2. The impact of feature extraction methods on the quality of representative
feature vectors
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Various feature extraction methods have been proposed to extract features from time series
sensor data, such as Single Value Decomposition [58], Discrete Fourier Transformation
(DFT) [59, 60], Discrete Wavelet Transformation (DWT) [61], Adaptive Piecewise
Constant Approximation [62], Discrete Cosine Transformation [58], Chebyshev
Polynomials [63], Piecewise Aggregate Approximation [62], and Symbolic Aggregate
Approximation [64]. In this section, the performance of the autoregressive (AR), DFT, and
DWT feature extraction methods for the driving cycle pattern recognition is studied.
3.4.2.1.

Feature extraction using auto-regressive model

For the normalized driving cycle data set X , it can be fitted to an AR model of order p as
p

xk = ∑ α i xk − i + rk k = p + 1,..., n

(18)

i =1

where α i , i = 1,2,..., p is a coefficient of the AR model; rk , k = p + 1,..., n is the residual
between

the

driving

cycle

data

and

the

AR

model

value.

The

vector

f ( X ) = (α1 , α 2 ,..., α p ) can be used as the feature vector of the normalized data X .
T

3.4.2.2.

Feature extraction using discrete Fourier transform

Discrete Fourier Transform is one of the techniques for dimensionality reduction using
spectral decomposition. In this study, the DFT coefficients of the four driving cycle data
vary a lot within the frequency range of 0-0.5Hz. The frequency range of 0-0.5Hz was
equally divided into 5 small ranges, each of which has 0.1Hz bandwidth. In each small
range, the frequency with largest amplitude was selected as a feature member. The mean
value of the DFT amplitudes in each small frequency range was also selected as a feature
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member. As such, the feature vector was formed by frequencies
amplitudes

a1 − a5

f1 − f 5

and the mean

as shown below

f (X ) =
( f1 , k × a1 , f 2 , k × a2 , f 3 , k × a3 , f 4 , k × a4 , f 5 , k × a5 )T

(19)

where k is the weighting factor of the amplitudes.
3.4.2.3.

Feature extraction using discrete wavelet transform

Discrete wavelet transform decomposes a signal into layers of coefficients. These
coefficients contain both frequency and time domain information. Given a time series

x

with the length of n , the discrete wavelet transform of x is calculated by passing the timeseries data through a series of low pass and high pass filters. The outputs from the high
pass filter are called detail coefficients while the outputs from the low-pass filter are called
approximation coefficients. The approximation coefficients are further decomposed in the
next iteration while the detail coefficients are kept as the current level wavelet coefficients.
To form feature vectors from wavelet coefficients, feature extraction method proposed in
[65] was employed, which consists of two steps: cluster determination and feature
determination. The cluster determination process determines the boundary of each cluster
in DWT coefficients matrix, while the feature determination step calculates each element
of the feature vector using the Euclidean norms of coefficients in each cluster.

3.4.3. Success rate of the pattern recognition using AR, DFT, and DWT feature
extraction methods
Autoregressive, discrete Fourier transformation, and discrete wavelet transformation
feature extraction methods were applied to the UDDS, HWFET, US06, and SC03 driving
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cycle data. The generated representative feature vectors for these four driving cycles are
shown in Figure 29, Figure 30, and Figure 31. The features vectors generated using AR,
DFT, and DWT methods are not well separated. With these representative feature vectors,
the success rates of driving cycle pattern recognition were tested using kNN-9 classification
method and Euclidean distance. The test results are shown in Figure 32, Figure 33, and
Figure 34. As we can see from these figures, the success rates, in generally, are lower than
the pattern recognition success rate using representative feature vectors shown in Figure
21. Although the DFT feature extraction method has high success rates for the RW-CC
pattern recognition, the success rates for the RW-HC pattern recognition is extremely low.
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Figure 29. The distribution of DFT-based feature vectors.

Figure 30. The distribution of DWT-based feature vectors.
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Figure 31. The distribution of AR-based feature vectors.

Figure 32. Success rate of driving pattern recognition using AR based feature
extraction method.
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Figure 33. Success rate of pattern recognition using DFT based feature
extraction method.

Figure 34. Success rate of driving pattern recognition using DWT based feature
extraction method.

Adaptive control based on driving cycle pattern recognition
The adaptive control is achieved through the real-time driving cycle pattern recognition
and dynamic change the control parameters that are optimized to the recognized driving
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cycle. To implement this adaptive control strategy in a vehicle model, optimal control
parameters for each representative driving cycle need to be identified. The simulation
software and the vehicle model used to evaluate the improvement of fuel economy for the
proposed adaptive control are the powertrain/propulsion simulation and analysis software
– Autonomie [66] and the Prius MY04 model.
3.5.1. Optimized controller gains for individual driving cycles
Four controller parameters are selected to dynamically change during the fuel economy
simulation for different input driving cycles. These four parameters are the proportional
and integral gains of the driver controller and the proportional and integral gains of the
motor 2 controller as shown in Figure 11. To find optimal controller gains for different
driving cycles, 36 simulations are carried out for each representative driving cycle and 144
simulations in total are conducted for 4 federal driving cycles. When one optimal gain is
being searched, the values of other 3 gains are fixed. The final optimized controller gains
for four federal driving cycles are listed in Table 4.
Table 4. Default and optimized controller gains.

Driver
Controller Ki
Driver
Controller
Controller Kp
Gains
Motor 2 Ki
Motor 2 Kp
Fuel Economy with default
gains
Fuel Economy with optimized
gains
Improved Percentage

Default
Gains

Optimized Controller Gains
UDDS US06 SC03 HIGHWAY

0.5

0.2

0.1

0.5

0.4

1000

500

500

500

500

0.005
0.5

0.01
0.8

0.001
0.6

0.007
0.9

0.005
0.7

72.38

43.28

69.83

63.30

73.56

44.03

71.67

63.35

1.63%

1.73%

2.63% 0.08%
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3.5.2. The improvement of fuel economy with dynamic selection of controller gains
based on driving cycle pattern recognition
To evaluate the performance of the proposed adaptive control based on the driving cycle
pattern recognition, the pattern recognition algorithm is integrated with the Prius MY04
vehicle model in Autonomie. The output value of the pattern recognition algorithm for
SC03, UDDS, US06, HWFET, and unclassified driving cycle (when the data points is less
than 300) is defined as 1, 2, 3, 4, and 0, respectively. During simulation, a combination of
three real-world city cycle (RW-CC) plus one real-world highway cycle (RW-HC) is input
into the simulation. The pattern recognition result for the combined driving cycles is shown
in Figure 35. As we can see from Figure 35, the pattern recognition result is 0 in the first
300 seconds (data sample rate is 1 Hz) because there is not enough data points for pattern
recognition. After 300 seconds, the pattern recognition algorithm successfully classifies
the input driving cycle to urban driving cycle. At 1398th second, three real-world city cycle
ends and the real-world highway cycle starts. When the data points from the real-world
highway cycle add to the pattern recognition data buffer, the buffer contains speed data
both from real-world city cycle and real-world highway cycle. This causes the fail of
pattern recognition from 1570th second to 1690th second. After 1690 seconds, most speed
data in the pattern recognition data buffer are from the real-world highway cycle, as a result,
the pattern recognition algorithm is able to successfully classify the current driving cycle
to highway driving cycle. The output of the pattern recognition algorithm is then used to
select new controller gains to which the recognized driving pattern has the highest fuel
economy.
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Figure 35. Pattern recognition result for real-world city cycle and real-world highway
cycle.
A comparison of fuel economy with default and optimized controller gains is conducted.
The input driving cycles are a combination of real-world city cycle and real-world highway
cycle and a combination of four federal driving cycles. The simulation result shows that
dynamic selection of controller gains based on driving cycles have better fuel economy in
both cases. The improvement of fuel economy for two different combinations of driving
cycles is shown in Table 5.
Table 5.The improvement of fuel economy with adaptive controller based on driving cycle
pattern recognition

Driving cycle

Fuel economy

Fuel economy

Fuel economy

with default

with optimized

improvement in

controller gains

controller gains

percentage
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(Miles per

(Miles per

gallon)

gallon)

3 RW-CC + 1 RW-HC

61.87

62.51

1.03%

SC03+UDDS+HW+US06

59.09

60.05

1.60%

.
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Chapter 4 Study the Impact of Driver’s Behavior on HEV Operation
and Energy Efficiency 2 [67]
Introduction
Under real-world driving scenario, the driver's behavior is one of the major influence
factors to the vehicle powertrain performance and fuel economy. Under normal driving
circumstances, hybrid electric vehicles have a better fuel economy than conventional
vehicles because electric motors are the main traction power sources which have positive
impact on the overall efficiency of the vehicle. For power-split HEVs, the engine speed or
engine torque becomes independent from the driver's request. Thus, with proper control,
the engine operating region could be placed within an optimal region and the better fuel
economy will be achieved. However, the scenario described above only happens when the
driver's power request is within a reasonable range and the most of the power request could
be provided by the electric motors. If the driver's behavior shows aggressive driving style,
the power request for the powertrain increases rapidly. Usually, this kind of instantaneous
power request peaks will result in frequent starting and stopping of the engine and pushing
the engine operation to an inefficient region.
In this chapter, a systematic study of the impact of aggressive driving on the HEV fuel
economy, powertrain energy losses, the operating region of powertrain components, and
regenerative braking, has been performed. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows.
Section 4.2 introduces the modeling of aggressive driving cycles. Section 4.3 discusses the

2

ASME©. Portions reprinted with permission, from Feng, L. and Chen, B., Study the Impact of Driver's Behavior on
the Energy Efficiency of Hybrid Electric Vehicles. in ASME 2013 International Design Engineering Technical
Conferences and Computers and Information in Engineering Conference. 2013. Portland, Oregon, USA:
ASME. See Appendix C for documentation of permission to republish this material
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impact of aggressive driving on HEV fuel consumption. Section 4.4 presents the impact of
aggressive driving on powertrain energy loss. Section 4.5 talks about the impact of
aggressive driving on engine operation. Section 4.6 illustrates the impact of aggressive
driving on regenerative braking and braking energy loss. Section 4.7 shows the impact of
aggressive driving on motor energy loss.

Modeling aggressive driving cycles
To examine the impact of aggressive driving on HEV fuel consumption, aggressive
driving cycles are modeled to reflect various level of driving aggressiveness. Since the
instantaneous acceleration/deceleration of driving cycles is one of the important factors of
the driving aggressiveness, the modeling of aggressive driving cycles can be achieved in
several ways, for example, scaling vehicle speed, time, or the rate of speed based on
baseline driving cycles. In this study, aggressive driving cycles are modeled by multiplying
vehicle speed by a scale factor whereas the driving cycle time is divided by the scale factor
as shown in equations (20) and (21),

𝜆𝜆 =

𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 (𝑡𝑡)

𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

where 𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

(𝑡𝑡)

= 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 /𝜆𝜆

(20)

(21)

(𝑡𝑡) is the speed profile of the aggressive driving cycle; 𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 (𝑡𝑡) is
𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

the speed profile of the baseline driving cycle; 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

is the length of the aggressive

driving cycle; 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 is the length of the baseline driving cycle; and λ is the scale factor.

Figure 36 shows the comparison between the baseline UDDS driving cycle and the
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aggressive UDDS driving cycle with λ=1.5. The cycle with λ=1.5 has higher overall speed,
while the time length of aggressive driving cycle is less than the baseline driving cycle.
Applying the same λ value on both time and vehicle speed maintains the distances of the
two driving cycles the same.
40

Scale Factor λ =1
Scale Factor λ =1.5
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Figure 36. UDDS driving cycle with scale factor λ=1 and λ=1.5.

The impact of aggressive driving on HEV fuel consumption
Three baseline driving cycles are selected to investigate the impact of aggressive
driving on HEV fuel consumption. These three driving cycles are UDDS, HWFET, and
US06. The investigation employs powertrain simulation and analysis software –
Autonomie[68]. Autonomie is a plug-and-play powertrain and vehicle analysis software
developed by the Argonne National Laboratory for the rapid evaluation of new powertrain
technologies. The open architecture of this design environment allows users to integrate
customized component models, optimization algorithms, and control strategies with
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vehicle models and evaluate fuel economy improvement under dynamic testing conditions.
The simulation outputs include information for characterizing driver’s behavior and the
energy efficiency of the powertrain components, including driver (accelerator pedal
position, brake pedal position, torque demand, and etc.), engine (fuel consumption, mass
flow rate, engine speed and torque, efficiency, energy in/out/loss, power in/out/loss, and
etc.), battery (SOC, power in/out/loss, and current/voltage output), and motor (motor
speed/torque, load, power in/out/loss, and etc.).
The vehicle dynamic model used in simulation is the “Split Compact Single Mode 2wd
Prius MY04,” in Autonomie. The vehicle parameters of the major components of Prius
MY04 are listed in Table 1.The detailed information for this vehicle model can be found in
Autonomie software.
The equivalent fuel economy for three driving cycles with scale factors from 1 to 1.5
is simulated in Autonomie. The equivalent fuel economy is calculated as a combination of
electric power and fuel consumption as shown in equation (22),
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 =

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
𝐸𝐸
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 + 𝐸𝐸 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔/𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔

(22)

where FC represents the fuel consumption for an entire driving cycle; EEC is the electrical
energy consumption for an entire driving cycle; 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔/𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 is the conversion factor of

equivalent fuel consumption; and 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔/𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 =33440 W.h/Gal.

The simulation results shown in Figure 37 illustrate that the driving cycle scale factor

significantly impacts the HEV fuel consumption. For the Toyota Prius MY04 model
running under UDDS driving cycle, the equivalent fuel economy drops from 73.3 mpg to
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34.8 mpg when the driving cycle scale factor changes from 1 to 1.5. Similar trends are
observed for the HWFET and US06. When the driving cycle scale factor changes from 1
to 1.5, the equivalent fuel economy drops from 64.2 mpg to 37.4 mpg for the HWFET, and
it drops from 43.4 mpg to 23.4 mpg for the US06. With these simulation results, the average
increase of fuel consumption is about 90% for the Toyota Prius MY04 under these three
driving cycles when the driving cycle scale factor changes from 1 to 1.5. This is a huge
increase of fuel consumption.

Figure 37. The impact of aggressive driving on HEV fuel consumption
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The impact of aggressive driving on powertrain energy loss
To study the major energy losses in powertrain, the overall powertrain energy loss, the
engine energy loss, the operating regions of engine, the motor energy loss, the mechanical
brake energy loss, and the energy recovered by regenerative braking under the UDDS with
various scale factors are examined. For the Toyota Prius MY04, the detailed simulation
results can be found in Appendix A. Figure 38 and Figure 39 show two engine BSFC maps
for λ=1.0 and λ=1.5. From these two engine BSFC maps, it is observed that the engine
operates within a higher fuel rate region when λ=1.5 comparing to the fuel rate map at
λ=1.0. This will result in the increase of fuel consumption. Figure 40 shows the engine and
powertrain energy losses and energy recovered from regenerative braking. Figure 40
illustrates that the majority of the powertrain energy loss (green bars) is due to the engine
energy loss (red bars). The engine energy loss increases when the scale factor increases.
However, the energy recovered by regenerative braking (blue bars) does not have a
significant change.
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Figure 38. Engine operating region on BSFC map with λ=1

Figure 39. Engine operating region on BSFC map with λ=1.5
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Figure 40. Engine and powertrain energy losses and energy recovered from regenerative
braking.
The powertrain energy loss can be calculated by equation (23). The powertrain energy
loss consists of engine energy loss, battery energy loss, motor energy loss, wind drag,
friction energy loss, and brake energy loss.
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃_𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

= 𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛_𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 + 𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏_𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 + 𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚_𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 + 𝑃𝑃𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊_𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(23)

+ 𝑃𝑃𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹_𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 + 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵_𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

Equation (24) shows the relationship of engine power input and power out. The power
input to the engine is the product of the instantaneous fuel flow rate, 𝑚𝑚̇𝑓𝑓 , and the lower
heating value of gasoline, 𝑄𝑄𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 . 𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 is the power output of the engine. Thermal power
loss and mechanical power loss are both considered in this equation.
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𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒_𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 = 𝑚𝑚̇𝑓𝑓 ∗ 𝑄𝑄𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 − 𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

(24)

The impact of aggressive driving on engine operation
To find the causes for the increase of engine energy loss at a high driving cycle scale
factor, further simulation is performed to study the engine power request, the changing rate
of the engine power request, and the output of the engine torque and power. Figure 41
shows the changing rate of engine power request for the Toyota Prius MY04 under UDDS
driving cycle with scale factor λ = 1 and λ = 1.5 . The increase of scale factor causes
engine to be frequently turned on and off. This is due to the instantaneous power request
peaks. For a rule-based control of power-split vehicle, the engine needs to start when the
power request for the powertrain is higher than the value that the traction motor is able to
provide. When the value of λ is high, the power request is high and transient. Thus, the
engine will be started and shut down within a short period of time as shown in the enlarged
part in Figure 41. Engine stays at on state only for a very short time of period (around 2-3
seconds sometimes). This type of engine operation will limit the actual engine power output
and cause a significant increase of engine energy loss. If the power management system
(vehicle level supervisory controller) can avoid this type of operation, the overall HEV fuel
efficacy will be improved.
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Figure 41. Engine power change rate for Prius MY04 under UDDS driving cycle with
λ = 1 and λ = 1.5

The impact of aggressive driving on regenerative braking and
braking energy loss
Aggressive driving will cause large braking power peaks during quick deceleration. In
HEVs, the braking power can be recovered by regenerative braking. Due to physical
constraints, however, the amount of braking energy recovered in battery is limited. If the
braking power is less than the maximum charging power of a battery, it can be completely
recovered by battery. When the braking power exceeds this maximum value, the excess
amount of kinetic energy which is requested by a driver will be absorbed by a mechanical
brake. Equation (25) shows the relationship between the mechanical brake power, the
regenerative braking power and the braking power requested by the driver.
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(25)

𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 = 𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚ℎ + 𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

Figure 42 shows the braking power at wheel, the maximum charging power of the
battery, and the recovered power in battery for λ=1.0 and λ=1.5. When λ=1.0, the
instantaneous braking power is less than the maximum charging power of the battery at
most times. As a result, the majority of the braking power can be recovered by regenerative
braking. When λ=1.5, large braking power peaks are occurred as shown in the lower plot
of Figure 42. When the braking power is greater than the maximum charging power of the
battery, the excess amount of power is wasted in mechanical brake as heat.
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Figure 42. Available braking power at wheel, recovered power, and the maximum
charging power of the battery.
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The power generated by the traction motor/generator could not be fully recovered in
the battery. The recovered power can be calculated by equation below.
𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝜂𝜂𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝜂𝜂𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛 𝜂𝜂𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝜂𝜂𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 < 𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = �
𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝜂𝜂𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝜂𝜂𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 ≥ 𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

(26)

When calculating the amount of energy recovered in the battery, the efficiency of every
component in the electrical path should be considered. Thus, the efficiency of the power
electronics ηpc , the traction motor/generator ηmot , and the battery ηbat are considered in
the equation (26). The maximum charging power of the battery is also considered in the
equation (26). The maximum recovered power cannot exceed the maximum charging
power of the battery. This is also showed in Figure 42.

Figure 43 shows the total recovered energy from regenerative braking and mechanical
braking energy loss for an entire HWFET driving cycle at various scale factors. From this
figure, we can see that the aggressive driving will cause a significant increase of
mechanical braking energy loss due to large instantaneous braking power requests.
However, the amount of regenerative braking energy recovered in battery does not change
too much due to the physical constraints.
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Figure 43. Total recovered energy from regenerative braking and mechanical braking
energy loss under UDDS driving cycle.

The impact of aggressive driving on motor energy loss
The energy loss on the traction motor is an important part of energy consumption of a
power-split hybrid vehicle. The power loss of the traction motor is given by equation (27).
It is the product of motor input current, voltage and the motor efficiency. The power loss
of the traction motor is greatly influenced by increasing of scale factor λ as shown in Figure
44.
𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿_𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 𝐼𝐼𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟_𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ∗ 𝑉𝑉𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟_𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ∗ (1 − 𝜂𝜂𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 )
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Figure 44. Traction motor power loss under UDDS driving cycle.
In the of Prius MY04 model, the power loss of the traction motor is caused by its
internal resistance. High power demand from the driver when λ=1.5 requires high output
power and torque from the traction motor. This causes high motor current, as a result, high
power loss under aggressive driving scenario. The total energy loss on electric motor for
an entire HWFET driving cycle is shown in Figure 45.
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Figure 45. Total motor energy loss under UDDS driving cycle.
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Chapter 5 Power-based Model Predictive Control of Power-split HEV
Powertrain3 [69]
A power-split hybrid electric vehicle has better fuel economy and less emission than a
conventional internal combustion engine vehicle due to electric powertrain. The
introduction of additional powertrain components, however, makes the HEV control more
challenging and the performance of HEVs is more sensitive to their control strategies. In
this section, a MPC controller has been developed and integrated into a MY04 Prius HEV
model in Autonomie.

Background of model predictive control
This section introduces the basics of MPC. Figure 46 illustrates the receding horizon
concept and the working principle of a MPC control scenario.

Figure 46. An example of application of MPC in vehicle control.
Figure 46 shows an SISO system in which the vehicle speed y(k) is controlled by engine
power output u(k). The controller acts in every time interval Δt and the control commands
are fed to a zero-order hold till next time instant. The velocity reference trajectory r(k) in

3

SAE©. Portions reprinted with permission, from Feng, L., Cheng, M., and Chen, B., "Predictive Control of a PowerSplit HEV with Fuel Consumption and SOC Estimation," SAE Technical Paper 2015-01-1161, 2015,
doi:10.4271/2015-01-1161. See Appendix B for documentation of permission to republish this material.
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blue line is the target of the vehicle speed. Np and Nc are the lengths of prediction horizon
and control horizon, respectively. At the current moment when time t=k, the controller will
estimate the future vehicle speed y(k) till Np*Δt moment and optimize the engine power
output u(k) for next Nc*Δt moment based on current vehicle velocity y(k) and the internal
states x(k) of the vehicle so that the vehicle will reach the velocity target r(k) as soon as
possible while the change of engine power output Δu(k) is minimized. The control horizon
Nc determines how many future engine power outputs u(k) will be optimized. In this case,
Nc and Np both equal to 10. The green line is the optimized engine power output u(k) but
only the first optimized control input, u(𝑘𝑘|𝑘𝑘), will be applied. The process of optimizing
u(k) and predicting y(k) will repeat at every time step based on corresponding internal

states and vehicle speed. The prediction horizon and control horizon will move forward
with the time and this is the reason why MPC is categorized as a receding horizon control.
The orange line is the prediction of vehicle velocity y(k), based on the optimized engine
power output u(k), up to the prediction horizon Np. The black line is the history of engine
power output and the magenta line is the history of vehicle velocity.
Omitting slack variable 𝜀𝜀, the cost function of an SISO MPC controller is given below.
∆𝑢𝑢�𝑘𝑘 �𝑘𝑘 �,∆𝑢𝑢�𝑘𝑘

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
+ 1�𝑘𝑘�….∆𝑢𝑢�𝑘𝑘 + 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 − 1�𝑘𝑘�
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁−1

𝐽𝐽

𝑦𝑦

= � ��𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖+1 �𝑦𝑦(𝑘𝑘 + 𝑖𝑖 + 1|𝑘𝑘) − 𝑟𝑟(𝑘𝑘 + 𝑖𝑖 + 1)��
𝑖𝑖=0

𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐

∆𝑢𝑢
+ � |𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗
∆𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗 (𝑘𝑘 + 𝑖𝑖|𝑘𝑘))|2 �

Subject to

𝑗𝑗=1
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2

(28)

∆𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝑖𝑖) ≤ ∆𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗 (𝑘𝑘 + 𝑖𝑖|𝑘𝑘) ≤ ∆𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝑖𝑖)
𝑦𝑦 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝑖𝑖) ≤ 𝑦𝑦(𝑘𝑘 + 𝑖𝑖|𝑘𝑘) ≤ 𝑦𝑦 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝑖𝑖)
∆𝑢𝑢(𝑘𝑘 + ℎ|𝑘𝑘) = 0

where i=0, …, Np-1 and h=Nc, …, Np-1.
𝑦𝑦

∆𝑢𝑢
𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖+1 , 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗
are the weighting factors and ∆𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 , ∆𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 , 𝑦𝑦 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 , 𝑦𝑦 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 are the values of the

constraints.

The cost function described above consists of two components. Associated with the vehicle
example above, the first component is to minimize the difference between the target speed
and actual vehicle speed. The second component is to minimize the changing rate u(k) so
that the engine will not experience transient power peak. By minimizing the output of the
cost function J, the optimal values for ∆𝑢𝑢(𝑘𝑘|𝑘𝑘), ∆𝑢𝑢(𝑘𝑘 + 1|𝑘𝑘), … . , ∆𝑢𝑢(𝑘𝑘 + 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 − 1|𝑘𝑘) are

found by Quadratic Programming (QP).

Vehicle plant model linearization
One of the challenges to apply MPC to vehicle powertrain control is the nonlinear
relationship between engine, motor output and SOC. If the linearization is done every time
step, it increases computational load significantly. To reduce processing time, a linearized
vehicle plant model has been used so that the complicated nature of vehicle powertrain is
simplified. In this section, all the parameters, quasi-static maps, and simulations are
obtained from MY04 Prius model in Autonomie (version# 1210)[68].
In order to utilize the prediction ability of MPC controller and control battery SOC better,
̇ , is needed.
the relation between battery power 𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 and the changing rate of SOC, 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆

The battery model of Prius’04 in Autonomie is an equivalent circuit model which requires
an internal resistance map and battery capacity. These two information are obtained at C/3
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charging rate at Argonne National Laboratory. A series of simulation has been performed
for the 6.5Ah NiMH battery of MY04 Prius to find out this relation and the simulation
results are given in Figure 47.

̇ vs battery power Pbatt
Figure 47. SOC

̇ is almost linear to battery power output
It can be observed from Figure 47 that 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆

𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 from -20kW to 20kW. The overlaid simulation results of 4 driving cycles show that
̇ and 𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 mostly depends on the characteristic of the battery, not
the relation between 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆

the driving cycles. A linear fitted line is calculated from the simulation results and plotted
in Figure 47 and the equation of the fitted line is shown in equation (29).
̇ = 𝑎𝑎1 𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 + 𝑏𝑏1
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆

The values of a1 and b1 are found as,
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(29)

1%
𝑎𝑎1 = −1.89 ∗ 10−2 �
�
𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 ∗ 𝑠𝑠
1%
𝑏𝑏1 = −5.64 ∗ 10−3 ( )
𝑠𝑠

To further evaluate the accuracy of the linearized model, the simulated SOC time history
and SOC estimated by (29 is compared as shown in Figure 48. Comparison results indicate
that the linearized model has reasonable accuracy.

Figure 48. Estimated SOC vs simulated SOC.
The engine model of Prius’04 in Autonomie is a quasi-static engine model with steadystate BSFC map. The linearized relation between engine power output and engine fuel
consumption is based on the BSFC map as well as the assumption that the engine will
always operate at optimal operating points in Prius MY04 model.
In order to find the linearized relation between engine fuel consumption and engine power
output, the following equation is defined.
𝑚𝑚̇𝑓𝑓 = 𝑎𝑎2 𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 + 𝑏𝑏2

(30)

𝑔𝑔

𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘) is engine power output and 𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓̇ ( 𝑠𝑠 ) is engine instantaneous fuel consumption at
the given engine power output. a2 and b2 are the constants to be found in the following
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process. One advantage of a power-split HEV is that its engine speed is independent from
vehicle speed. Thus its engine could operate at the optimal operating points, at which the
fuel consumption is minimized. The following discussion will show how the optimal
operating points of the engine are found and prove the linear relation between the
instantaneous fuel consumption rate and its corresponding engine power output at optimal
operating points. The calculation is based on engine BSFC, WOT torque curve and the
physical constraints of engine speed range. These data are acquired by dynamometer
testing and accessible in Autonomie. The BSFC map and WOT throttle torque curve of the
engine in MY04 Prius are given in Figure 49.

Figure 49. Engine BSFC map and the WOT torque curve.
The region below the WOT torque curve are the possible operating region of the engine.
Base on BSFC map, the engine yields best energy conversion efficiency when it operates
in the region near WOT curve and from 2200 RPM to 3200 RPM. The green lines are
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engine equal-power curves. From the cross point of the WOT torque curve and a specific
engine equal-power curve, all the points on the same equal-power curve are possible
operating points for the engine at a given power. All the possible operating points and their
corresponding fuel consumption could be found from the BSFC map and these data points
are presented in Figure 50 in another way.

Figure 50. Engine power output vs. optimal fuel consumption at given power.
Each column of black dots are the possible operating points at a given power request.
Lower the given power request is, more operating points available for this given power.
This relation could be referred back to Figure 49, where smaller the value of an engine
equal-power curve is, longer the curve is intercepted by the WOT torque curve. Thus more
operating points could be found for a lower power request. That also explains why there
are more operating points available for 10kw power request than that of 57 kW.
When the engine power output is held constant, an operating point of least fuel
consumption rate is chosen as the optimal operating point. The optimal operating points
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for each engine power value are labeled as red dots in Figure 50. A linear relation could be
observed from Figure 50 between an engine power output and the instantaneous fuel
consumption rate of the optimal operating point. The blue line is the linearly fitted line for
all the optimal operating points. Again, this fitted line could be represented in the form of
equation (30) with the values of a2 and b2 given below.
1%
𝑎𝑎2 = −1.89 ∗ 10−2 �
�
𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 ∗ 𝑠𝑠
1%
𝑏𝑏2 = −5.64 ∗ 10−3 ( )
𝑠𝑠

To validate equation (30), simulated instantaneous fuel consumption in Autonomie are
compared with calculated fuel consumption. The comparison results are given in Figure
51.

Figure 51. Simulated fuel consumption vs. estimated fuel consumption.
The figure is enlarged to show the simulation results between 200 sec to 500 sec and it
shows that the estimated fuel consumption from equation (30) is generally accurate except
for some instantaneous peaks.
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Vehicle powertrain model and its state-space representation
In order to implement linear MPC and explicitly predict the battery SOC and instantaneous
engine fuel consumption, a linearized vehicle model is given below.

1

𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑄𝑄 = 2 𝑚𝑚𝑣𝑣 2 .

𝑄𝑄̇ = 𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 + 𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 + 𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚ℎ_𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 − 𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
̇ = 𝑎𝑎1 ∗ 𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 + 𝑏𝑏1
�
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
𝑚𝑚̇𝑓𝑓 = 𝑎𝑎2 ∗ 𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 + 𝑏𝑏2

(31)

From the standpoint of energy conservation, the amount of kinetic energy of a vehicle is
dynamic and its variation is the combinational effect of the power output of the entire
powertrain and the external force which consumes the kinetic energy of the vehicle.
𝑄𝑄 is the total kinetic energy of a vehicle and it is a function of vehicle speed. 𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 and 𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏

are the actual power outputs of the engine and the battery to the vehicle powertrain.
𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚ℎ_𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 is power output of the mechanical brake. 𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 is the estimation of road

resistance and its equation will be given later in (34. SOC is the state of charge of vehicle

battery. Theoretically, the value of SOC varies from 0 to 100%. However, the battery
should not be over charged or over discharged and its value is maintained around 70%. The
last term 𝑚𝑚̇𝑓𝑓 is instantaneous fuel consumption of the engine. a1, a2, b1 and b2 are the

coefficients of the relation between engine power and instantaneous fuel consumption, and
dSOC(t)/dt and battery power output 𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 .

Based on above dynamic equations, the discrete-time state-space representation of the
linearized vehicle model is given below.
𝑥𝑥̇ = 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 + 𝐵𝐵𝑢𝑢 𝑢𝑢 + 𝐵𝐵𝑣𝑣 𝑣𝑣
�
𝑦𝑦 = 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

The states vector x is the same as output vector y,
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𝑄𝑄
𝑄𝑄̇
̇ �
𝑥𝑥 = 𝑦𝑦 = �𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 � , 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑥𝑥̇ = �𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓
𝑚𝑚̇𝑓𝑓

The controlled inputs are

𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏

𝑢𝑢 = �
�
𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚ℎ_𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏

The disturbances are

𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝑣𝑣 = � 𝑏𝑏1 �
𝑏𝑏2

The values of matrices, A, Bu, Bv, and C are given below.
0 0
𝐴𝐴 = �0 0
0 0

−1 0
𝐵𝐵𝑣𝑣 = � 0 1
0 0

1
0
0� , 𝐵𝐵𝑢𝑢 = � 0
𝑎𝑎2
0

1
𝑎𝑎1
0

0
1 0
0� , 𝐶𝐶 = �0 1
1
0 0

The cost function of the MPC in this study is given below.
3

𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝

1
0�
0

0
0�
1

𝑦𝑦

𝐽𝐽(𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 ) = � ��𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 [𝑦𝑦𝑗𝑗 (𝑘𝑘 + 𝑖𝑖 + 1|𝑘𝑘) − 𝑟𝑟𝑗𝑗 (𝑘𝑘 + 𝑖𝑖 + 1)]�
𝑗𝑗=1 𝑖𝑖=1

3 𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐 −1

2

2

+ � � �𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 [𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥(𝑘𝑘 + 𝑖𝑖 − 1|𝑘𝑘)]� + 𝜌𝜌𝜖𝜖 𝜖𝜖𝑘𝑘2
Subject to,

𝑗𝑗=1 𝑖𝑖=0

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
≤ 𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (𝑘𝑘) ≤ 𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
; 𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏
≤ 𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 (𝑘𝑘) ≤ 𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚ℎ_𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏
≤ 𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚ℎ_𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 (𝑘𝑘) ≤ 𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚ℎ_𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏
; 𝑄𝑄 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ≤ 𝑄𝑄 ≤ 𝑄𝑄 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ≤ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 ≤ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ; 𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ≤ 𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓 ≤ 𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
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In which, the 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 = [𝑢𝑢(𝑘𝑘|𝑘𝑘)𝑇𝑇 𝑢𝑢(𝑘𝑘 + 1|𝑘𝑘)𝑇𝑇 … 𝑢𝑢(𝑘𝑘 + 𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐 − 1|𝑘𝑘)𝑇𝑇 𝜖𝜖𝑘𝑘 ] is the optimal
controlled inputs calculated by quadratic programming.

The weighting factors are given by the following equations.
𝑦𝑦

𝑦𝑦

𝑦𝑦

𝑦𝑦

𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥
𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥
𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥
𝑤𝑤 = [𝑤𝑤𝑄𝑄 𝑤𝑤𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝑤𝑤𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓 ]; 𝑤𝑤 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 = [𝑤𝑤𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
𝑤𝑤𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
𝑤𝑤𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃ℎ_𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏
]

A parametric study will be performed to study the effect of the weighting factors to the
performance of the HEV. The simulation results will be given and discussed in the last
section.
𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 is the power of the road resistance including wind drag and friction force. It’s given

by the following equation.

𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘

1
𝑣𝑣�
𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 𝑣𝑣�[ 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑 𝑣𝑣� 2 + 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇(1 +
)]
2
44.3

(34)

where 𝜌𝜌 (𝑚𝑚3 ) is the density of air. A (𝑚𝑚2 ) is the front projection area of the vehicle. 𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑 is
𝑚𝑚

the wind drag coefficient. 𝜇𝜇 is the friction coefficient of the tires. 𝑣𝑣� ( 𝑠𝑠 ) is the vehicle speed
at last time step. 𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 is estimated with vehicle speed from last time step to maintain the

linearity of the equation set, considering the relatively slow dynamics of vehicle velocity
comparing to that of the powertrain.

Integration of MPC controller with vehicle model in Autonomie
The model used in this section is the MY04 Prius power-split HEV model provided by
Autonomie. The key parameters of the model are listed in Table 1.
Autonomie operates in Matlab environment. All the models and the initialization files of
the model are saved in Matlab format. Users have the access to models of individual
powertrain component. Each vehicle model in Autonomie is modulized and can be divided
into four major parts, Driver Controller, Vehicle Powertrain Controller, Vehicle Powertrain
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Architecture, and Environment as shown in Figure 1. The driver controller simulates the
response of the driver by comparing the actual vehicle speed and the target speed.
According to the output of the Driver Controller, the Vehicle Powertrain Controller
generates component-specific commands, for example, the engine torque and speed
command. The control strategy in this controller is rule-based and vehicle-dependent. The
Vehicle Powertrain Architecture simulates the response of each powertrain component and
the powertrain operating information will be fed back to the two controllers described
above. The Environment block provides the environmental information, for example, the
ambient temperature and road grade.
In order to test and validate MPC controller and its parameters developed in this study, the
controller has been integrated into the Vehicle Powertrain Controller of the MY04 Prius
model in Autonomie.
The study presented in this dissertation focuses on improving the VPC while leaving other
components the same. The VPA is created and validated by vehicle bench testing or
component-wise bench tests. Thus, the validity of VPA can be trusted. In order to take a
further look into the details of the model, and how the MPC is integrated with Autonomie,
further illustration and block diagrams are provided below.
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Figure 52. Original Autonomie controller
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Figure 53. Autonomie controller integrated with MPC
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Going one layer deeper into VPC, Figure 52 and Figure 53 shows the comparison between
Autonomie original controller and the one integrated with MPC. In Figure 52, Autonomie
VPC consists of three components, propulsion controller, brake controller, and the torque
blending block. The propulsion controller calculates the torque request of motor 2, Tmot2,
engine, Teng, and driving torque of motor 1, Tmot1_driving. It also makes decisions on when to
turn on or off the engine, Seng. The brake controller calculates torque of the mechanical
brake Tbrake and the regenerative braking torque of motor 1, Tmot1_regen. In the original rulebased Autonomie controller, the driving torque of motor 1, Tmot1_driving, and the regenerative
braking torque of motor 1, Tmot1_regen is blended together to find the combined torque output
of the motor 1 in order to smoothen the torque output and avoid aggressive acceleration
and deceleration. On the other hand in Figure 53, the MPC controller takes over the role of
the brake controller of original Autonomie model, and calculates the torque request of
motor 1 as a whole in order to be more consistent. Going one layer down into the propulsion
controller, the following Figure 54 shows the overview of the Autonomie propulsion
controller integrated with MPC.
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Figure 54. VPC propulsion controller with MPC incorporated
The driver controller’s inputs will be considered as the reference of the MPC controller.
The constraints, disturbances and measured outputs are feedback signals from the VPA.
The manipulated variables will be fed back to MPC as the required information for the
optimization in next time step. The MPC controller integrated into Autonomie vehicle
model is shown in Figure 55.
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Figure 55. The MPC controller integrated into Autonomie
As shown in Figure 55, the input to the MPC controller are the references for vehicle
kinetic energy Q, battery SOC, and fuel consumption 𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓 . The actual vehicle kinetic energy
Q, battery SOC, and fuel consumption 𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓 are fed back to MPC controller from the Vehicle
powertrain architecture. The constraints for 𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 , 𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 , and 𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 are inputs to the MPC
controller as well. It is worth mentioning that the constraints for 𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 are updated each

time instant based on the SOC. In order to maintain the differences of the magnitude of
each measured output within a threshold, the unit of each input to MPC controller is
carefully chosen, and unit conversion blocks are created to fulfill this purpose. The last part
of the model are the controller outputs and they will be routed to the low-level controller
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for torque value calculation. At last, the inputs and outputs of the MPC controller integrated
into Autonomie are listed in Table 6.
Table 6. Inputs to the MPC controller
Signal Name
Qref
Reference

SOCref
mf_ref
Qmax
Qmin

Output
constraints

SOCmax
SOCmin
mf_max
mf_min
Peng_max
Peng_min
Pbatt_max

Input
constraints

Pbatt_min
Pmech_brake_max
Pmech_brake_min

Disturbance

Proad

Description
Kinetic energy
target
SOC target
fuel
consumption
rate target
Maximum
kinetic energy
allowed
Minimum
kinetic energy
allowed
Maximum
SOC allowed
Minimum SOC
allowed
Maximum mf
allowed
Minimum mf
allowed
Maximum
engine power
Minimum
engine power
Maximum
battery power
Minimum
battery power
Maximum
mechanical
brake power
Minimum
mechanical
brake power
Road
resistance
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Signal type
Updated in realtime
Constant

Value

1
𝑚𝑚𝑣𝑣 2
2
70

Unit
Joule
%

Constant

0

gram/se
c

Constant

2E+06

Joule

Constant

0

Joule

Constant

90

%

Constant

50

%

Constant

10

Constant

0

Updated in realtime
Updated in realtime
Updated in realtime
Updated in realtime

gram/se
c
gram/se
c

-

watt

-

watt

-

watt

-

watt

Constant

0

watt

Updated in realtime

-

watt

Updated in realtime

(34

watt

Battery SOC
changing rate
estimation
coefficient
Engine fuel
consumption
estimation
coefficient

b1

b2

Constant

-0.33

1%/sec

Constant

0.05

gram/se
c

Simulation results and analysis
5.5.1.

Simulation results from UDDS cycle.

In this section, the simulation results of the MY04 Prius incorporated with model predictive
control is analyzed. The following figure shows the vehicle speed and battery SOC vs.
time.
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Figure 56. SOC vs. time and vehicle speed in UDDS.
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Figure 56 shows that the MPC performs precisely in tracking the vehicle speed to the target
vehicle speed. The second observation is that MPC has good control over the regenerative
braking. Whenever there is decceleration, regenerative braking will take place and cause a
rise in the SOC. The third observation is that the SOC balancing is achieved, since the SOC
is maintained well around 70%, which is the mid points of its operating range.
The following figure shows the manipulated variable output from the MPC controller. They
are power of the engine Peng, power of the battery Pbatt, and the power of the mechanical
brake 𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚ℎ_𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 .
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Figure 57. Manipulated variables of the MPC in UDDS cycle.
The top subplot in Figure 57 is the engine power request from MPC. Every peak in this
subplot is an engine ON/OFF event. In the UDDS driving cycle, the enigne power output
is maintained around 20 kw to 30kw, which is within the optimal region of this engine
according to the BSFC map of this engine. The middel subplot shows the battery power
request from the MPC as well as the upper and lower limits of the battery. The upper and
lower limits of the battery are determined by battery state of charge. As shown in the this
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subplot, the MPC controller is able to maintain battery power request within the battery
limit. The constraints of the battery are updated at each simulation time-step, and MPC is
able to take the real-time constraints into consideration. The bottom subplot in Figure 57
is the mechanical brake power request. Apparently, the power request for the mechanical
brake is too often, which might lead to waste of vehicle kinetic energy during braking
events. In order to address this issue, the power request signals from MPC will be processed
later in the power adjustment block in Figure 54 to adjust the mechanical brake power Pbrake
to an appropriate level. Thus, regenerative braking will be maximized. The integration of
MPC controller with low level control logic is helpful to adjust the manipulated variables.
For example, it is reasonable and necessary to maximize regnerative braking torque during
braking events. Only when regenerative braking torque is satuarated, the excess amount of
braking torque will be assigned to mechanical brake. However, expressing this in a cost
function means the weighting factor of regenerative braking shall be infinite or the
weighting factor for mechanical brake shall be zero. Either of these two methods will lead
to illed solution from QP solver.
After MPC calculatets the power of the engine Peng, the power of the battery Pbatt, and the
power of the mechancal brake Pbrake. A low-level controller will calculate the torque request
for the engine, the motor, and the motor 2, which are given in Figure 58.
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Figure 58. Torque request of the engine, motor 1 and motor 2 with their constraints.
It can be observed from the simulation results that the MPC controller is able to keep the
torque values within the constraints. The torque constraints of the engine is related to the
engine speed. The torque constraints of the motor 1 is influenced by the vehicle speed. The
available torque of motor 1 and motor 2 depend on the battery SOC.
5.5.2.

Parametric study on the weighting factors for MPC.
𝑦𝑦

𝑦𝑦

A parametric study was performed to compare the effect of three parameters, 𝑤𝑤𝑄𝑄 , 𝑤𝑤𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 ,
𝑦𝑦

and 𝑤𝑤𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓 . They are weighting factors that punish the difference between the reference
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values and the corresponding controlled outputs including vehicle kinetic energy Q, battery
SOC, and accumulated engine fuel consumption mf. The relation between the three
weighting factors and the MPC cost function is discussed in “Vehicle powertrain model
and its state-space representation” section. The matrix of the parametric study is given in
the following table.
Table 7. Parametric study of the weighting factors.
𝑦𝑦

Parameter Sets 𝑤𝑤𝑄𝑄
A

1

B

𝑦𝑦

𝑦𝑦
𝑤𝑤𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝑤𝑤𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓

1

1

1

0.1

1

C

0.1

1

1

D

1

1

0.1

E

0.1

0.1

1

F

0.1

1

0.1

G

1

0.1

0.1

Generally speaking, greater weighting factor means faster response speed of its
corresponding controlled output. The reference of kinetic energy Q is calculated from
target vehicle speed at the moment. The SOC reference is at 70%, the median point of
battery operating range. The target accumulated fuel consumption is set to 0 for the purpose
of minimizing fuel consumption. An important constraint is the lower limit of battery SOC
and it is set to 50% which means the MPC controllers will try to follow the 70% SOC
reference while keep SOC above 50%. The following two tables showed the simulation
results of each parameter set in UDDS and HWFET cycle.
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Table 8. Simulation Results for UDDS cycle
Parameter Sets Speed Error (%)

Delta
SOC (%)

Fuel Consumption (gram)

A

4.53%

-6.50%

283.34

B

3.90%

-16.44%

295.65

C

10.07%

-6.92%

285.49

D

4.00%

0.47%

300.14

E

8.28%

-17.65%

321.69

F

7.60%

0.19%

299.31

G

4.09%

-5.25%

282.01

Table 9. Simulation Results for HWFET cycle
Parameter Sets Speed Error (%) Terminal SOC (%) Fuel Consumption (gram)
A

0.56%

-11.16%

436.04

B

0.56%

-14.95%

446.89

C

1.48%

-12.06%

436.37

D

0.43%

7.04%

495.69

E

6.71%

-14.52%

441.68

F

1.23%

6.25%

495.29

G

0.43%

3.21%

491.17

Speed error (%) is defined as the percentage of time when the simulated vehicle speed is
more than 2 miles per hour (mph) above or below the target speed. This parameter reflects
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𝑦𝑦

a controller’s ability of speed tracking and it is controlled by weighting factor 𝑤𝑤𝑄𝑄 . Terminal

SOC (%) is simulated battery SOC at the end of a driving cycle and it is dependent on the
𝑦𝑦

driving cycle as well as the weighting factor 𝑤𝑤𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 . Fuel consumption (gram) is the

accumulated fuel consumption at the end of a driving cycle and its value is influenced by
𝑦𝑦

weighing factor 𝑤𝑤𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓 .

The values in the speed error column showed a good correlation with variation of weighting
𝑦𝑦

𝑦𝑦

factor 𝑤𝑤𝑄𝑄 . In parameter sets C, E and F in which 𝑤𝑤𝑄𝑄 is 0.1, the speed error is greater than

5% in UDDS and 1 % in HWFET. It is because MPC controller is putting more effort in
𝑦𝑦

charge balancing and fuel consumption reduction when 𝑤𝑤𝑄𝑄 is relatively small, thus less

effort is made for tracking vehicle speed. Another observation is that certain combination
of parameter set could yield better performance than other parameter sets. For example, in
UDDS driver cycle, parameter set G is better than parameter sets E in both fuel economy
𝑦𝑦

and terminal SOC. In conclusion, speed error is sensitive to 𝑤𝑤𝑄𝑄 and greater fuel
𝑦𝑦

consumption could be found in parameter sets D, F, and G because 𝑤𝑤𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓 equals to 0.1 in
these 3 parameter sets. The relation between fuel consumption, terminal SOC and the
𝑦𝑦

𝑦𝑦

corresponding weighting factors, 𝑤𝑤𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 , 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑤𝑤𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓 are further studied below. Figure 59

shows the SOC trends in UDDS simulation.
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Figure 59. Battery SOC comparison in UDDS Driving Cycle
The SOC figure showed trends associated with different combination of weighting factors.
The baseline trend is the simulation result of the PID controller in original Prius MY04
model. The rest trends are the SOC curves corresponding to each of the 7 parameter sets.
𝑦𝑦

𝑦𝑦

With 𝑤𝑤𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 set to 0.1 and 𝑤𝑤𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓 set to 1, parameter sets B and E operate the battery near 50%

SOC, which is its lower limit, with little charge-balancing observed. The controller tends
to use electric energy with priority, while maintains SOC above its lower limit. Higher fuel
𝑦𝑦

𝑦𝑦

consumption is observed especially parameter set E. With 𝑤𝑤𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 and 𝑤𝑤𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓 both set to 1,
parameter sets A and C is able to maintain SOC slightly below 70% as well as to perform

charging balancing. The controller is balancing between using electrical motor and engine.
𝑦𝑦

𝑦𝑦

Parameter sets D and F has a 𝑤𝑤𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 that is 10 times larger than their 𝑤𝑤𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓 , thus the SOC of
these two parameters sets are maintained close to 70% SOC reference at the price of greater
fuel consumption. The following figure is given to support the explanation above.
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Figure 60. Engine Fuel Consumption Comparison in UDDS Driving Cycle
Figure 60 shows the accumulated fuel consumption of each of the 7 parameter sets as well
as the PID controller in the original Prius MY04 model in Autonomie. The trend of
𝑦𝑦

𝑦𝑦

accumulated fuel consumption could be explained by the combination of 𝑤𝑤𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 and 𝑤𝑤𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓 .

The fuel consumption trends of parameter sets E and B increases linearly with time. After
the SOC drops to 50% at around 200 seconds, the engine is steadily consuming extra fuel
to keep the battery SOC above the lower limit line, thus engine fuel consumption trend
becomes irrelevant to the driving cycle. Parameter set D and set F also consume relatively
more fuel because it takes more energy to maintain SOC at a higher level than the rest of
the parameter sets. UDDS baseline, set A, set C, and set G consumes almost same amount
of fuel at the end of the driving cycle.
Figure 61 and Figure 62 show the simulation results of HWFET cycle and the figures for
SOC and fuel consumption are given below.
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Figure 61. Battery SOC Comparison in HWFET Driving Cycle
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Figure 62. Engine Fuel Consumption comparison in HWFET Driving Cycle
Figure 61 shows similar trends as observed in Figure 59. The SOC trends are generally
divided into 4 groups based on parameter sets. Group 1 is set D and F which are able to
maintain SOC near 70% reference line. Group 2 is set A and set C which could maintain
SOC slightly below 70% reference line. Group 3 is set B and Set E which fail to maintain
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SOC above its lower limit and it results in high fuel consumption and low terminal SOC.
The irregular behavior of set G is because the QP solver encountered severe numerical
problem. In Figure 62, it could be inferred that Group 1 resulted in highest fuel
consumption to maintain the SOC around 70%, while the irregular fuel consumption of set
G is caused by the same issue discussed in Figure 61.
In summary, the performance of a HEV integrated with MPC controller is highly dependent
on the weighting factors of the controlled outputs. There are two conclusion from the
𝑦𝑦

analysis in this section. One is that the speed error is solely dependent on the value of 𝑤𝑤𝑄𝑄 .
𝑦𝑦

The other conclusion is that the terminal SOC is determined by the combination of 𝑤𝑤𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
𝑦𝑦

and 𝑤𝑤𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓 .
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Chapter 6 Conclusion and Future Work.
In conclusion, the dissertation is motivated by the need of improving the fuel economy of
hybrid electric vehicles. The contribution of this dissertation is given as following.
First of all, driving cycle recognition is realized by pattern recognition method. By taking
this approach, a driving cycle is represented by feature vectors. These feature vectors are
formed by a number of features and corresponding weighting factors. In order to classify a
real-world driving cycle to one of the driving cycles in a reference database, four federal
driving cycles: UDDS, HWFET, US06, and SC03 are used to form this reference driving
cycle database. Fifteen feature parameters to which four federal driving cycles are sensitive
and corresponding weighting factors are identified to form the representative feature
vectors for the selected four driving cycles. The performance of the presented driving cycle
pattern recognition method and the impact of the dissimilarity measures and the feature
extraction methods on the success rate of the driving cycle pattern recognition and the
quality of representative feature vectors are investigated using two real world driving
cycles: real-world highway cycle and real-world city cycle. The evaluation result shows
that the size of sample window, the type of dissimilarity measures, and the feature
extraction method have a great impact on the performance of driving cycle pattern
recognition. The presented pattern recognition algorithm is integrated with the Prius MY04
vehicle model in Autonomie. The effectiveness of the adaptive control is studied by
comparing the fuel economy of adaptive control with the fuel economy of fixed control
parameters when a combination of different driving cycles is inputted into the model. The
simulation results show that the adaptive control can improve the fuel economy up to
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2.63%. In the future study, additional factors such as driver behavior, traffic condition, and
the weather condition, could be taken into account in the driving pattern recognition. In
addition, dynamic selection of control strategies for different driving patterns also is
recommended to be investigated.
As the second part of the dissertation, the simulation result presented in this chapter shows
that the aggressive driving exhibit great impact on the overall efficiency of the HEV as
well as the fuel economy. In particular, the engine energy loss is the major contributor to
the increase of fuel consumption. Through detailed analysis, it is found that one of the most
important factors that cause the increase of engine energy loss is due to the frequent turn
on/off engine under aggressive driving. To reduce the impact of aggressive driving on the
HEV fuel consumption, vehicle controllers should limit the engine power change rate.
Another valuable finding from this study is that aggressive driving will cause large
instantaneous braking power peaks. Due to physical constraints of regenerative braking,
the amount of energy recovered by regenerative braking does not change too much.
However, the mechanical braking energy loss is increased a lot.
To design vehicle control strategies that could reduce the impact of aggressive driving,
further simulation study could be conducted with other two types of HEV configurations
(parallel and series), various driving cycles such as UDDS, US06, HWFET and SC03, and
different driving cycle scale factors. For each combination of vehicle configuration, driving
cycle, and scale factor, the powertrain energy flows, the energy consumption of individual
powertrain components, their operating regions, and the energy losses of these components
could be investigated to identify the major factors that needed to be considered in the fuel
efficient powertrain control.
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The simulation results obtained from a power-split vehicle is valuable to other two
types of vehicle configurations. However, different powertrain configuration introduces
new problems. For example, in parallel vehicle, the engine is directly connected to the
powertrain shaft which means that the engine speed is not independent to the vehicle speed.
Thus, the control strategy dealing with the aggressive driving will be more challenging
because it is harder to keep the engine within an optimal operating range.
In the last part of the study, a linearized vehicle model has been developed in order to apply
linear MPC for powertrain control. Linearization has been performed to the relations
between engine power output and its engine fuel consumption, and the changing rate of
battery SOC and battery power output. An MPC controller is developed and integrated
with the MY04 Prius model in Autonomie.
A parametric study has been conducted to understand the influence of 3 weighting factors,
𝑦𝑦

𝑦𝑦

𝑦𝑦

𝑤𝑤𝑄𝑄 , 𝑤𝑤𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 , and 𝑤𝑤𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓 , in MPC cost function on the performance of the vehicles. These three

weighting factors determine the response speed of vehicle kinetic energy, SOC, and fuel
consumption to the reference. There are two conclusions. One is that the speed error is
𝑦𝑦

solely dependent on the value of 𝑤𝑤𝑄𝑄 . The other conclusion is that the terminal SOC is
𝑦𝑦

𝑦𝑦

determined by the combination of 𝑤𝑤𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 and 𝑤𝑤𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓 . Even though MPC has not been proven
to exhibit higher efficiency than original PID controller at the current stage of research, it

is reasonable to expect better results with parametric study of higher resolution. This study
is also a good starting point on implementing advanced predictive control algorithm in
power-split HEVs. As the following research of this study, Markov chain will be integrated
with the current HEV model to provide a prediction of driver’s behavior based on past
vehicles states information.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A. The Simulation Results and the Calculation of Equivalent Fuel Economy
of HEV
A.1 The Simulation Results
These following tables contain the simulation results for power-split vehicles in 3 driving
cycles.
Table 10. The Simulation Results for Power-Split Vehicle in HWFET
Driving Cycle

HWFET

Scale Factor λ

1

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

Fuel Consumption(Gallon)

0.03

0.06

0.13

0.20

0.25

0.29

2125.4

2040.3

1476.5

1045.2

760.6

769.8

110.89

83.49

58.41

45.23

37.42

33.14

Electrical
Consumption(kW.h)
MPGe (Gallon/Mile)

Table 11. The Simulation Results for Power-Split Vehicle in US06
Driving Cycle

US06

Scale Factor λ

1

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

Fuel Consumption(Gallon)

0.15

0.20

0.23

0.25

0.28

0.30

1088.7

1039.0

1310.4

1739.9

1698.8

1775.7

43.26

34.32

29.37

25.86

23.18

21.43

Electrical
Consumption(kW.h)
MPGe (Gallon/Mile)
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Table 12. The Simulation Results for Power-Split Vehicle in UDDS
Driving Cycle

UDDS

Scale Factor λ

1

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

Fuel Consumption(Gallon)

0.02

0.03

0.07

0.11

0.15

0.19

1393.8

1990.2

1777.0

1587.3

1569.2

1558.8

130.37

84.30

60.96

46.25

38.16

31.82

Electrical
Consumption(kW.h)
MPGe (Gallon/Mile)
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A.2 The Calculation of Equivalent Fuel Consumption
The following equation is used to calculate the equivalent fuel economy,
Fuel Economye =

Distance
E
FC + E EC
gas/gal

The FC represents the fuel consumption of the whole driving cycle.
EEC is the electrical consumption of the whole driving cycle.
Egas/gal is the conversion factor of equivalent fuel consumption.
Egas/gal=33440 W.h/Gal
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material.
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--This permission does not cover any third party copyrighted work which may appear in
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